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Abstract
The Wiener index of a graph is just the sum of distances between all unordered pairs of
vertices of the graph. This concept is put forward by the chemist Wiener in 1947 for the first
time. The Wiener index is widely used in the fields of chemistry and communication network
and has been extensively studied since the middle of 1970s.Many new results are obtained.
It may be especially interesting to determine the tree with extremal Wiener index in all k-
pendent trees.Recently Entringer obtained the following result: If T is a tree of order n with





, ⌈k2 ⌉)). The lower






We are naturally curious to know the tree(s) with the second maximum Wiener index
in all k-pendent trees. The paper contains three chapters. In chapter 1, we introduce some
notations as well as some known results of Wiener index of trees. In chapter 2, in order to
determine the tree(s) with the second maximum Wiener index in all k-pendent trees, first we
analyse the relations between the Wiener index and the transformation of trees, and reduce
the set of the trees to the set of caterpillar. Then we find the recursion of Wiener index of
caterpillar, and analyse the change law of the Wiener index of the trees under edge-moving
transformation. Thereby we obtain the tree(s) with k-pendent, which reach(s) the second
maximum Wiener index. In chapter 3, we obtain some properties of trees with k-pendent
whose Wiener index reach the third maximum and some other ordering relations.
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§1.1 N/} Wiener &??~1R":AKLrQb$|L:Ua[+O[[otv	(:ArQ:BmLfm1H:AnfRm<fmk+mm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Z.Dx-4''AK$|g<g:#:J*bp/xj:4'5P?(E1~{mRn?~5vR"!8
§1.2 Y;Pnx^f)|#=Z)~YtA{P2- (4'-:?	-:HfU1 (V (G), E(G), ψG) 7 V (G) 	&O
 
E(G)	=O V (G)s.  ψG 	Ld^*~ G8.:K G_
e e	-8. u v 	~~ ψG(e) = uv 
kP. eg!
 u v 






 u  v bYf G if-8f u { v :xkP
u v 	g:bY? GY6j:
	g:kP GPg:?-8:x v1v2 · · · vn MP n n *;	x8:x.p? G 
 u  v 	g:kf u { v 2:xM;PP u {
v ZP dG(u, v)(yP d(u, v))g:? Gj:=s
 f
A,B ^7 W (A,B) = ∑
a∈A,b∈B
dG(a, b)/9x AH-:U" a{^ W (a,B)6r W ({a}, B)x B H-:U"{;&_[p v ∈ V (G)k G− v 8f GhK v Ox:
sLdP.(~{+?p e ∈ E(G)k G− e8f GhK. e(~{?p?GP
P ng:?KY- v ∈ V (G) ̂ P ec(v) = max{dG(v, x)|
x ∈ V (G)}P
 vZ{F^7-:g:?G6 r(G) = min{ec(v)|












k- 730252 Wiener 9184 4K v ∈ V (T ) k T f v *~	 T  ℄ v :27PKn+*~ B k BWT (B)	 B . v*~k BWT (v)	f v <:*2nk-K T  (centroid)k	 T ?H2|*~M f^A C(T )V8=Z? G v O7sq P NG(v)
 dG(v)	 GO vLd.
 dG(v) = |NG(v)|K 1
PPK	_Lg:? T 
 . *95 V (T ) E(T ) T 
A n(T )8PP T " |V (T )| = n(T )H2iJH |E(T )| =
n(T )− 1"P n
kHj:K
H n− 1:KKP
2 PPxP Pn KP n − 1 PP?P Sn  T nK 3
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§1.3 zG Wiener &?G[}Ædb!℄;-`W-f 1947 $ Wiener 6℄j*;RPL(?vz$VL^A26f<m$DmH|m2'a#!8xÆ-H9[3[M4!8Lpgmfaa[mO*C3Æ?sL Wiener 6;	-:Omfaa[mÆ?sLC3(2x-6!8*℄Gmij:℄2g7J
(1)? Wiener 6O?$D87	l&.WLg
(2) beH$? Wiener 6E7	=^A$|DSi(W,#Æ
Wiener6'R":A{*+$D7R?H2n2|Wiener6!8E7{L#K=- EWiener6℄2!8	-:U℄2 [20,22,23,24,25]f =?YuZ?H Wiener6?$D℄2fmiiHgn67:fx#13H$Y [2,3,6]
Entringer,Jackson Snyderf [7]e0{LKx Pn ? Sn Wiener6%b8j W (Pn) = C3n+3  W (Sn) = (n− 1)2 :f;-,Yr*}mf(H"P n  Wiener 62n	x Pn 2|	? Sn Ki 1.3.1[10] (a)bY T 	-K"P nK(H{ n(n ≥ 1),
W (Sn) ≤W (T ) ≤W (Pn)
(b) bY T ∈ Tn\{Sn, Pn}K(H{ n(n ≥ 5),
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 T " n2n8iWiener62n2|	' Trieschf [9]i22| Wiener6$D=ZmsD-:a}O}Bf [18]  (M-N)- ?Y Wiener6|2.
m!8=Zx-Y?-DhV{+\MfYr [6]7m%.mM2r20.2rf=Zm Wiener6-:2|*~{m Wiener 62| 15K [6]
P n fP Tn K 1.3.2 [6] p T ∈ Tn  n ≥ 3  e = uv 	 T &K. T − e j*~*9P T1  T2  u ∈ T1  v ∈ T2  T0 	:[2i#F T ~{?
(1)Æ%. e = uv 






T T0? 1.3.1Ki 1.3.3 [6]p T ∈ Tn  n ≥ 3p T 
kH-8&K.bY T :[-?%.mM2r2P T0  W (T0) < W (T )%.mM2r~ T  Wiener 62|K.mÆ 1 &K.km 1*1om k-K.8f-8x Pn−a−b i a:a
q!{7-:i b:a
q!{x8xs-:x&~{?^P D(n, a, b)b? 1.3.2(Æ? S(n, k)	x&*;_H-: v=%p vHm(3 ≤ m ≤
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D(n, a, b)? 1.3.2
a b
Ki 1.3.4[1,2,3] bY T 	"P n  k- K. 2 ≤ k ≤ n 











, ⌈k2 ⌉){I{i()Y!8	 k-K. Wiener6?2r-!W k-K.=2x-8)YDA6(?~P#
P nK.P k 
Wiener6℄2.-?!8fr̂ f*b2r!W k-K.=2ÆO Wiener6LgF?Hn Wiener6 f%|{X!N .~!):A*R$ Wiener6#~ZX-%b8j*bm0.2r{ Wiener 62mSzf=Zm Wiener6n2j{n Wiener6$Dffr̂ =Zfn Wiener6e52- /Y. Wiener 6Lg^7? D∗(n, s, t, x)bif-8x Pn−s−t−1 ixM l = n− 1− s− t− 1x
f3xJ6aP v0, v1, · · · , vl  s :a
q!{x8x3 v0 i t :a
q!{x8xJ vl wi-:a
q!{x-:
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? 1.3.3D∗(n, s, t, x)
s t
v0 v1 v2 vx
u
vl−1 vl
)Y($Y	Ki 1.3.5 p T 	"P n k- K.e k ≡ 1 mod(2)k W (T )I{n W (T ) = (k − 1)2 + C3l+2 + l(l+1)2 + (k−1)24 l + (k − 1) l2+6l+62 + 2 x,x
T ∼= D∗(n, k−12 ,
k−1
2 , 1)e k ≡ 0 mod(2)k W (T )I{n W (T ) = k2 +(k24 −
1)l + C3l+2 + k
l2+5l+2
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§2.1 9$vfx-#\̂ o*mO)YHL7$~Pj.~5(&K 2.1.1 G	-:g:?7 V (G) 	? G &O
  E(G) 	? G. k^7? G Wiener 6P W (G) = ∑
u,v∈V (G)
dG(u, v)7 dG(u, v)8g:? Gj:
 u v ZI5 G(H
K 2.1.2 G	-:g:?d P?6xi 8ZP i
:k? G Wiener 6M8P W (G) = d∑
i=1
ixi p T 	-K"P n ejP x y 
n1(e) = |{v|v ∈ V (T ), dT (v, x) < dT (v, y)}|
n2(e) = |{v|v ∈ V (T ), dT (v, y) < dT (v, x)}|
1947$ Wiener ~{m$
:P n  Wiener 6s-:N1$BKi 2.1.3[6] p T 	-K e ∈ E(T )  n1(e)  n2(e) = n − n1(e) *9	
T − ej*~
 W (T ) = ∑
e∈E(T )
n1(e)n2(e)fWiener67^M2GZK-?~	V=ZWiener6%b8j	+T>V=Zmk:?Y%b8j2 Hx? Pn ? Sn  W (Pn) = C3n+3  W (Sn) = (n− 1)2 )Y!8z	 T (tree)Ye-
,FO-x (Path)(gfM2m(!8℄2=
P n,K.P k&K.K lk l = n(T )− 1− k *\x??j l I!NP l ∈ [1, n− 4]"P n 
kHj:K
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